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Chapter 3401 The sound of
laughter kept coming, Yue Feng frowned.
Nima, aren’t these people mentally ill? If you don’t go on patrol, they have to trouble
me?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng looked at Yuan Shitong with a half-smile, “Challenge me?
You don’t seem to be qualified!”
What?
Hearing this, whether it was Yuan Shitong or Zheng Hang and others, they were all
stunned, and then their anger rose.
“What a mad boy, he actually said that the captain is not qualified to challenge him.”
“Who gave him the confidence?”
“To be so defiant?”
Under the discussion, Zheng Hang couldn’t help it, and he came over and pointed at
Yue Feng’s nose and shouted: ” Boy, I think you just don’t know how to live or die, if you
don’t dare to fight, just say it, don’t pretend to be here…”
“Go away!” Before he finished speaking
, Yue Feng suddenly became angry and raised his right hand suddenly, without a trace.
A slap of the sign slapped Zheng Hang’s face.
Snapped!
With a crisp sound, Zheng Hang’s scream was heard, the whole person turned around
in a circle, and finally sat on the ground, half of his face was swollen, very embarrassed.
To be honest, Yue Feng didn’t want to do it at first, but these people in front of him were
endlessly looking for trouble, and finally he couldn’t help it.
Mad!
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Seeing this scene, Yuan Shitong and the several guards behind him all changed their
expressions and became furious.

This guy is so arrogant that he actually beat people?
“you…”
Zheng Hang covered his face and stood up with a grim face, pointing at Yue Feng and
cursing: “Ma De, you dare to hit me? I think you don’t want to stay in the palace
any longer.” Yue Feng ignored him, but went straight Looking at Yuan Shitong, he said
lightly, “Aren’t you challenging me? Okay, I will fight, but I have to add a bet.”
“Wait when I win, and when you see me later, you should respectfully call the boss, if If I
lose, I will immediately resign as the guard in front of the palace.”
What?
Hearing this, Yuan Shitong was stunned for a moment, and then sneered: “Boy, listen to
you, you are sure to win? Hehe… just wait and get out of the palace.”
Yue Feng shook his head: “Who loses? Whoever wins, we’ll find out later!”
Yue Feng’s voice was not loud when he said this, but he showed a strong confidence.
Whoa!
At this moment, several guards hurriedly retreated to the distance, making room for the
two of them. At the same time, all of them were inexplicably excited.
It’s been a long time since I saw the captain make a move, and this Feng Tao will
definitely be abused badly.
What’s even more ridiculous is that Feng Tao, who dares to bet with the captain, really
doesn’t know where the courage comes from.
“I’m very confident!”
Yuan Shitong couldn’t help but sneer: “When I’m knocked down, don’t regret it!” After
the words fell, Yuan Shitong’s holy power exploded and punched Yue Feng.
The speed of this punch was very fast, like a lightning current star, and it was in front of
Yue Feng in the blink of an eye.
Yue Feng smiled lightly, without panic at all, his figure flashed and greeted him directly.
In the blink of an eye, the two were fighting fiercely together.

Speaking of which, Yue Feng wanted to explode his true strength and defeat Yuan
Shitong in one move, but he thought that this was the palace and he still had to find the
sacred book, so he held back.
Moreover, Yue Feng is about to break through the Holy Venerable, so he intends to use
this competition to fully understand the essence of the Holy Power.
Bang bang bang…
For a while, I saw the figures of Yue Feng and Yuan Shitong, shuttled back and forth,
colliding, causing the surrounding air to condense strong winds, which was amazing.
Zheng Hang, who was watching the battle next to him, was shocked.
This… This wind wave, but the strength of the Holy King, was able to fight evenly with
the captain, it was shocking, you must know that the captain is the Holy Venerable.
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At this moment, Yuan Shitong, who fought against Yue Feng, was also shocked.
Zheng Hang and a few watched from not far away and didn’t understand the situation at
all, but Yuan Shitong felt it very clearly.
The storm in front of him seems to be the strength of the Holy King, but the power that
erupts every time he makes a shot is very terrifying, and Yuan Shitong needs to do his
best to stop it.
What shocked Yuan Shitong even more was that the opponent’s speed was more than
double his own.
How could this be?
This guy is just a holy king, how can he be so strong?
boom!
In shock, the two fists slammed into each other again, and Yuan Shitong groaned. He
couldn’t stand, and staggered back a few meters.
Yue Feng, on the other hand, looked indifferent, as steady as Mount Tai.
Mad!

After stabilizing his figure, Yuan Shitong looked extremely ugly, stared at Yue Feng, and
wanted to say something, but his throat seemed to be blocked by something, and he
couldn’t say a word.
Whoa!
Seeing this scene, Zheng Hang and several others were stunned, and their eyes were
full of astonishment.
In the collision just now, the captain actually fell behind?
How is this possible?
The captain is the Holy Venerable, and this Feng Tao is nothing but the Holy King.
At this time, Yue Feng looked at Yuan Shitong with a smile but not a smile: “I said it just
now, it is uncertain who will win and who will lose. It turns out that you are not my
opponent. Do you want to continue fighting?”
Hearing this, Yuan Shitong only felt that he was greatly humiliated, shouted, and rushed
over again.
Ugh!
Yue Feng shook his head and said to himself, “You still don’t give up? But I have no
patience to play with you.” As the voice fell, a powerful holy force erupted from Yue
Feng’s body.
The next saint!
At this moment, Yue Feng’s aura was completely different from just now. In an instant,
he broke through from the Holy King to the realm of the Holy Venerable.
Just now in the fight with Yuan Shitong, Yue Feng had a new understanding of the holy
power of this world, and suddenly broke through the realm of the saint. It is precisely
because of the breakthrough that Yue Feng did not want to continue wasting time with
Yuan Shitong.
The powerful breath made everyone gasp for breath.
This… The
next second, when I felt the strength of Yue Feng, Yuan Shitong, Zheng Hang and
others were all dumbfounded.
He was a holy king just now, but now he is a holy king?

Could it be that… he just promised to fight with the captain just to break through?
At this moment, Yuan Shitong stood there, his eyes fixed on Yue Feng, unable to say a
word, his face full of incredulity.
Just played against me for a few rounds and broke through!
Is this guy still human?
At this time, Yue Feng walked slowly to Yuan Shitong, the corners of his mouth
twitched, and he said lightly, “You lost. As the captain of the patrol guard, you shouldn’t
go back on your word.”
Phew!
Hearing this, Yuan Shitong’s face was extremely ugly, then he took a deep breath,
lowered his head and said, “Boss.” When Yue Feng made a bet just now, he said that if
Yue Feng won, Yuan Shitong would call him the boss, and his attitude should be
Respectfully.
When he shouted these two words, Yuan Shitong couldn’t say anything, but he couldn’t
help it. If he went back on his word, it would be even more embarrassing.
At this time, Yuan Shitong never imagined that he would lose to this Feng Tao, let alone
that Feng Tao, with the help of this battle, could easily break through from the Holy King
to the Holy Venerable.
Seeing that Yuan Shitong was soft, Yue Feng nodded approvingly: “Okay, take your
people and go, remember, don’t be too arrogant in the future.” The
voice fell, Yue Feng turned and strode away.
Mad!
Looking at Yue Feng’s back in the distance, Yuan Shitong couldn’t help holding back his
fire, and his eyes were cold.
Fengtao, wait for me, you made me so embarrassed today, and I will double it back
from you in the future.
the other side.
Yue Feng arrived at the Queen’s bedroom. Because it was daytime, the defense around
the bedroom was very lax, so Yue Feng slipped in easily.
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Call!
Entering the bedroom, Yue Feng could smell a faint fragrance in the air, and when he
thought about the scene last night, he couldn’t tell the emotion in his heart.
What if it wasn’t another world here? You can stay here for a while and appreciate the
beauty of the queen.
By the way, hurry up to find the holy book of jade.
With emotion, Yue Feng patted his forehead and searched carefully in the room.
I have to say that the queen’s bedroom is not only large, but also very luxurious. It took
Yue Feng nearly an hour to roughly turn over the entire bedroom.
But what made Yue Feng depressed was that after searching for so long, he didn’t even
see the shadow of the sacred book.
Nima, isn’t the holy scripture jade book here?
Um?
Just when Yue Feng was secretly depressed, suddenly, he saw a piece of the wall
behind the ivory bed bulging faintly, obviously with a mystery.
Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, he walked over quickly, tapped it with his
hand, and heard that it was really empty inside.
haha… found it.
At this moment, Yue Feng was very excited and was about to open the secret door on
the wall.
“Sister!”
However, at this moment, a crisp voice came from outside, and then, a slender figure
walked in quickly.
A long emerald dress, golden hair, and beautiful facial features.
It was An Qi who had a relationship with Yue Feng last night, the queen’s sister.
What the hell!
Seeing An Qi walking in, Yue Feng was taken aback and wanted to find a place to hide,
but it was too late.

Swish!
At this time, An Qi also discovered Yue Feng, her delicate body trembled, and she was
stunned.
The next second, An Qi reacted: “Aren’t you the man who was here last night? I heard
that my sister appointed you to be the guard in front of the temple.” After
speaking, An Qi’s tone gradually became sharper: “Even if it is the temple The former
bodyguard, you are not allowed to enter the Queen’s palace without permission, tell me
honestly, what are you doing here?”
“I…”
Facing An Qi’s question, Yue Feng scratched his head, wanting to cry without tears, for
a while Don’t know how to answer.
Oops, this An Qi saw her last night, it’s not easy to deceive her with a lie.
At this time, An Qi walked over quickly.
“Hey!”
When she got to the front, An Qi looked up and down at Yue Feng: “Do you like my
sister? So you hid here in advance and waited until my sister came back, so that I could
peek at her?
“
Hearing this, Yue Feng was dumbfounded.
The queen’s sister has a very rich imagination.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng scratched his head and said hesitantly: “This…”
Seeing his hesitant look, An Qi strengthened her guess and smiled slyly: “Just admit it,
don’t worry, you If you listen to me, I won’t tell my sister about this.”
Her sister is so beautiful, and she is the queen, she will like any man she sees, An Qi is
not surprised at all.
This…
This time, Yue Feng was stunned.
This An Qi seems to be blackmailing herself with this matter. What is she going to do?

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng smiled bitterly: “I don’t know what Miss An Qi has
ordered. As long as you don’t tell the Queen about today’s affairs, I will obey your
orders.”
Nima, sneaking into the Queen’s palace is a death penalty. Ah, so no matter what, keep
this An Qi steady.
An Qi smiled, with a strange expression on her face, she lowered her voice and said,
“Seeing that you are so obedient, I will help you keep a secret, but, you will find a way to
get me out of the palace today.”
When saying this , An Qi looked at the sky outside the bedroom with yearning in her
eyes.
An Qi grew up in the palace. Because of her delicate status, she never left the palace,
so she always wanted to go outside to see it. This time, she accidentally bumped into
Yue Feng’s secret, and naturally she would not miss the opportunity.
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What?
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s heart skipped a beat, and the whole person was stunned.
Want me to take you out of the palace? What a joke.
To be honest, although these royal families in Roland Continent are not as strict as the
imperial palaces in Kyushu Continent, this An Qi, after all, is also the Queen’s sister,
equivalent to a princess.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng shook his head without thinking: “No, this is absolutely
not possible.” He had just gained the Queen’s trust, and if he left the palace with An Qi
and the Queen found out, it would be over.
Swish!
Hearing this, An Qi was very angry, and her face was unreasonable: “I tell you, you
have to agree if you don’t agree. Otherwise, I will go to the queen now and say that you
broke into her bedroom, and it was indecent. I…”
“I…”
At this moment, Yue Feng was almost on the verge of crying, but Nima, this An Qi also
fought hard to go out to play, and even threatened with indecent assault.
Depressed, Yue Feng had no choice but to nod with a wry smile: “Okay, just this time.”

Taking An Qi out of the palace, Yue Feng was reluctant, but there was no way, this An
Qi was so unreasonable.
“That’s great!”
Seeing Yue Feng’s answer, An Qi was excited and cheered: “Wait for me, I’ll change
my clothes.” After saying that, she walked out of the bedroom quickly.
After a while, An Qi changed into a bodyguard’s clothes and came back, and then
walked out of the palace with Yue Feng.
A few minutes later, on Wangcheng Street.
The weather was good today, and the streets were crowded and noisy.
An Qi and Yue Feng were both dressed as guards. An Qi thought it was boring, so she
took Yue Feng, found a clothing store, and changed into an ordinary dress.
I have to say that An Qi has delicate facial features and a sexy figure. Even if she wears
an ordinary long dress, she still can’t hide her charming temperament.
But how could Yue Feng be in the mood to appreciate it.
After strolling on the street for more than an hour, Yue Feng couldn’t help but say:
“Okay, it’s almost time, we should go back!”
However, An Qi didn’t have enough fun, and shook his head: “I want you to go back, I
haven’t Enough to play.” I
finally came out once, and it was too boring to go back like this.
Nima!
Hearing this, Yue Feng was depressed.
“Huh? Isn’t this His Highness An Qi?”
Just as Yue Feng was thinking about how to persuade An Qi to go back, suddenly, a
surprise came from behind him, and when he looked back, he saw a gorgeously
dressed young man standing in a few Surrounded by guards, he slowly walked over.
It was the son of the commander-in-chief of the Royal City Guard, Sirang.
When he got to the front, Xi Lang was pleasantly surprised: “It’s really His Highness An
Qi, you…why are you here?” As he spoke, Xi Lang couldn’t help looking up and down at
An Qi.

As the son of the commander-in-chief of the guards, Xilang often entered the palace,
met the queen, and of course knew An Qi.
Shh…
An Qi put her finger on her red lips, and said in a low voice, “Keep your voice down, I
sneaked out, so I can’t let my sister know.” After speaking, An Qi couldn’t help but look
around. lock up.
Hearing this, Xi Lang understood and nodded: “Understood, Your Highness An Qi can
rest assured, I will not tell Her Majesty the Queen.” When he said this, Xi Lang kept his
eyes on An Qi and ignored Yue Feng at all. .
In Xi Lang’s heart, Yue Feng was just a guard in the palace, and he didn’t take it
seriously.
call!
Seeing this, Yue Feng took a deep breath and frowned secretly.
An Qi has been discovered, and she must return to the palace quickly.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng said to An Qi, “Your Highness, it’s really getting late, we
should go back.”
“Are you bothered?” An Qi looked unhappy.
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voice fell, Xi Lang also looked up and down at Yue Feng, and said angrily: “What’s the
matter with your bodyguard? When will His Highness go back, do you still want to listen
to your instructions? Go away.”
While talking , and looked at An Qi in a pleasing manner.
An Qi is not only the queen’s younger sister, she is also a beautiful woman in the
palace, and Xi Lang has long admired her. Now that An Qi is quietly leaving the palace,
she will not miss this good opportunity.
Feeling Xi Lang’s contempt, Yue Feng ignored it.
To be honest, Yue Feng has seen too many of this kind of bullying guy, and he is not in
the mood to care. Now I just think about how to coax An Qi back.
“His Royal Highness!”

At this moment, Xi Lang walked over and flattered An Qi: “You finally came out, just
shopping here, it’s too boring, I know an interesting place, I don’t know you have I’m not
interested.”
“Where?” An Qi’s eyes lit up, and she suddenly became interested. She stayed in the
palace all the year round, and suddenly came outside, she was naturally interested in
everything.
Xi Lang smiled mysteriously, lowered his voice and said, “There were rumors two days
ago that there was a giant dragon appearing on the hills outside Wangcheng. This thing
has gone crazy, and many people have gone to investigate.”
“Today I brought people, and also I’m going to find out, I don’t know if Your Highness
wants to go and see.”
Dragon?
Hearing this, An Qi’s body trembled, and a strange brilliance flashed in her eyes.
You must know that the giant dragon has disappeared from the entire continent for
nearly two thousand years, and it is the strongest creature in the world.
Thinking to herself, An Qi couldn’t help but say, “Is it true or false?”
“Of course it is true!” Xi Lang nodded seriously and said, “How dare I deceive Your
Highness?”
Hearing this, An Qi was overwhelmed with excitement, and nodded again and again:
“Go, of course you will.” If you can see the giant dragon, it will be worth it to sneak out of
the palace this time.
What?
Hearing their conversation, Yue Feng was also shocked.
Could it be the giant dragon that he conquered before?
“Haha…”
Seeing An Qi’s answer, Xi Lang was very excited, and quickly said: “Then let’s go
quickly.”
After saying that, Xi Lang tilted his head and glanced at Yue Feng, frowning: “Who is
that, Your Highness? Just leave it to me, you don’t have to follow.” This guy, but the
strength of the Holy King, can’t help much, and will get in the way.

Yue Feng frowned.
At this moment, An Qi said softly: “Let him follow.” Anyway, Feng Tao also took him out
of the palace, and now it is inappropriate to drive him away.
Seeing An Qi speak, Xi Lang said nothing.
Afterwards, the group walked out of the Wangcheng and walked towards the hills in the
suburbs.
Along the way, I saw many people coming down from the mountain, and the news of the
appearance of the giant dragon attracted many people to come to investigate, but most
of them returned without success, not even seeing the shadow of the giant dragon.
When going up the mountain, Xi Lang kept trying to please An Qi: “His Royal Highness,
I heard that the giant dragon appeared in the cave above. If you really want to meet it
later, don’t panic, I will protect you.”
Hearing this , An Qi was also inexplicably excited.
A few minutes later, Yue Feng and Xi Lang came to a huge cave.
Um?
Seeing the scene in front of them, whether it was Yue Feng or Xi Lang and others, they
all frowned secretly.
I saw that the entrance of the huge cave was surrounded by a group of people. These
people were wearing black clothes, and each of them was not low in strength. It was
obviously a cultivation gang who also came to investigate the dragon.
The first one was blind in one eye and looked very fierce.
“Hey!”
Seeing Xi Lang, Yue Feng and the others, One-eyed was full of arrogance: “We occupy
this place, you hurry down.”
One-eyed’s name is Huang Lang, a key member of the Blood Wolf Bounty Group, and
he said yes The bounty group is actually a gang of robbers. Recently, I heard that there
is a giant dragon here, and the blood wolf group rushed over to investigate.
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Swish!
Hearing this, both Xi Lang and the guards behind him were terrified.
In the next second, a guard took a step forward and glared at the blood wolf: “What a
bold man, dare to talk to our young master like this, do you know who he is? The son of
the commander-in-chief of the Wangcheng Guards.”
At the same time, Xi Lang also had a face of pride.
On the other hand, Yue Feng, who was standing beside him, had a calm expression on
his face, and also observed the environment of the cave secretly.
Um?
Because of the relationship with the giant dragon to recognize the master, Yue Feng
soon realized that there was really a remnant of the dragon in the cave, but the dragon
was not in the cave at this time.
Wang Cheng’s son of the commander-in-chief of the guards?
Hearing the guard’s words, Huang Lang and the surrounding men were stunned, and
then burst into laughter.
Haha…
Huang Lang couldn’t hide the contempt in his heart, and said lightly: “Who cares your
son, we came first to this cave, and now it’s mine, understand? Don’t blame us for being
rude.
” The members of the regiment were all fierce and fierce, and naturally they would not
take Xi Lang in their eyes.
Whoops!
When the words fell, Huang Lang raised his hand and waved, and with dozens of
accomplices, quickly surrounded everyone in Xilang.
Seeing this, Xi Lang’s face flushed, shocked and angry.
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Mad, the group of people in front of them are so arrogant. They know their identity and
dare to be so rude, but then again, there are indeed many people on the other side.

At this time, An Qi couldn’t bear it anymore, walked out and pointed at Huang Langjiao
and shouted: “What are you doing? Under the foot of Wang Cheng, dare to be so
presumptuous? Believe it or not, arrest you all?”
Swish!
At this moment, the eyes of Huang Lang and the surrounding companions all converged
on An Qi.
Beautiful, so beautiful. After watching it for more than ten seconds, Huang Lang
took the lead to react: “What are you asking us? Hey, this beauty, have you heard of the
Blood Wolf Group?”
An Qi looked at her body and continued: “The head of our Blood Wolf Group is still short
of a wife. Is the beauty interested? Hehe…”
Slap!
As soon as the words fell, An Qi couldn’t bear it any longer, she suddenly raised her
jade hand, slapped it hard, and slapped it directly on Huang Lang’s face.
With this slap, An Qi almost used all her strength, when she heard Huang Lang groan,
the whole person staggered back a few steps, and finally sat on the ground, very
embarrassed.
To be honest, An Qi is not strong, but Huang Lang is unprepared and can’t dodge at all.
“What blood wolf group? I think you are a bunch of shameless scoundrels. You dare to
talk to me like this, you are really courting death!” An Qi looked at Huang Lang coldly,
and the moment she spoke, a powerful royal aura filled her body. .
At this time, An Qi was very angry. As the queen’s sister, she was noble and pure, but
she was teased by these bandits in front of her. How could she bear it?
Mad!
Huang Lang covered his face, his eyes flickered with anger and savagery, and pointed
at An Qi and shouted: “The beauty is quite temperamental, Mad, brothers, give me this!
Catch this woman for me, and when it gets dark, everyone will take turns. Enjoy!” The
voice fell, and the seventy or eighty strong men around rushed towards An Qi!
Seeing that she had angered the other party, An Qi’s face turned pale, and she quickly
hid behind Yue Feng.

“Don’t panic, Your Highness!”
At this time, Xi Lang did not hesitate at all, and pulled out his big sword: “Give it to me,
teach these bastards a lesson!” The voice fell, and Xi Lang directly greeted him.
Buzz…
At the same time, the guards behind them erupted with holy power, and they fought with
everyone in Huanglang in an instant!
Although Huang Lang’s side has an advantage in numbers, Xi Lang’s subordinates are
all elites in the Wangcheng Guards. Moreover, seeing the other party’s disrespectful
words to An Qi, each of them is like a chicken blood, and the momentum is like a
rainbow.
After all, An Qi is the queen’s sister. If she is not well protected, her head will fall.
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Seeing this situation, Yue Feng also wanted to do it, so he held back.
Yue Feng could see that Xi Lang wanted to perform in front of An Qi, and since that was
the case, he wouldn’t join in the fun.
“Ah!” The
two sides fought very fiercely, the entire entrance of the cave was in chaos, and
screams kept ringing!
Soon, five or six of Huang Lang’s group were beaten and passed out, while on Xilang’s
side, only two guards were slightly injured.
In the melee, Xi Lang was very heroic, almost staring at Huang Lang, the big sword
made Huang Lang scream, and half of his body was covered in blood.
“Retreat!”
Seeing that the situation was getting worse and worse, Huang Lang held back his fire
and shouted, calling for his companions to retreat.
Hearing the howling, Huang Lang’s companion hurriedly ran down the mountain, but at
this time, Huang Lang was angry, he turned his head and pointed at Xi Lang and
cursed: “Ma De, don’t go if you have any ideas, just wait for me.”
After shouting the last sentence, the person ran away without a shadow.

Haha…
Seeing this scene, Xi Lang and the surrounding guards couldn’t help laughing.
“Ma De, with this little strength, why are you still clamoring?”
After driving away Huang Lang and others, Xi Lang was indescribably excited.
At this time, An Qi was also full of smiles, and praised at Xi Lang: “As expected of the
young master of the commander-in-chief of the guards, Xi Lang, you were so heroic just
now.”
After receiving An Qi’s praise, Xi Lang was even more beautiful: “Your Highness praised
it, it is my honor to be able to vent your anger for His Highness, hehe…”
Said, Xi Lang looked attentive: “His Royal Highness, those flies have been driven away,
let’s explore this cave.”
Um!
An Qi nodded and walked into the cave with Xi Lang.
The other guards followed.
Seeing this, Yue Feng smiled secretly.
Mad, this Xilang is really a master of flattery.
Muttering, Yue Feng also walked in.
When I got inside, I saw that the cave was very big, but it was empty inside, leaving
some scratches on the mountain wall. Where is the shadow of the giant dragon?
Not seeing the dragon, An Qi was very disappointed.
Xilang comforted: “His Royal Highness does not need to be lost. I think that since the
giant dragon uses this place as a habitat, it will definitely come back. Why don’t we stay
here for one night?”
When he said this, Xilang looked expectant. .
At this time, in Xi Lang’s heart, it doesn’t matter whether he can see the giant dragon or
not, he just wants to find a reason to spend more time with An Qi.
This…

Hearing this, An Qi hesitated.
“No!” Yue Feng came over and vetoed: “Your Highness is a delicate person, how can
you spend the night on the wild mountain? It’s getting late, we should go back.” After
speaking, Yue Feng looked at An Qi and said, “If the queen finds out You are not in the
palace, you will definitely be anxious.” The
voice fell, and Xi Lang shouted angrily: “Shut up, do you have any reason to speak
here? When His Highness was humiliated by those people just now, why didn’t you take
action? It’s all right now. Now, it will start chattering.” The
voice fell, and the surrounding guards also accused Yue Feng.
“That’s right, he’s still a palace guard.”
“I don’t have much ability, but I have a lot of words.”
“How did this kind of person become a bodyguard?”
I heard a mocking sentence from you. Yue Feng was very angry, but he still held back.
Now the most important thing is, It is to take An Qi back to the palace quickly, and then
find the sacred book, there is no need to waste words with these people.
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At this time, An Qixiu frowned and said, “Okay, don’t talk about it, I…”
As soon as the words were normal, they were interrupted by a footstep outside.
At this moment, Xi Lang frowned and motioned for a guard to go out and have a look.
The guard walked to the entrance of the cave and glanced at it, and his body was
shocked and his voice trembled: “Master, there are a lot of people outside! It seems to
be the accomplices of those people just now.”
What?
Hearing this, Xi Lang turned his face aside and quickly took the other guards out.
Yue Feng frowned and followed An Qi.
call!
At the entrance of the cave, Xi Lang and others were stunned when they saw the scene
in front of them!

I saw that there were three or four hundred people standing neatly outside, surrounding
the entire cave. The one at the head had a gloomy face and a wolf head logo on his
forehead.
It was the head of the Tu Li regiment, Tu Li.
Behind Tu Li, Huang Lang followed.
At this time, Huang Lang, with half of his face swollen and sandbags wrapped around
his shoulders, was indescribably funny.
However, at this time, Xi Lang couldn’t smile at all.
“Boss!”
At this time, Huang Lang pointed at Xi Lang and shouted: “It’s them! We found this cave
first, but they took it away, and they also injured us. Young brother.”
Tu Li looked around coldly, and finally his eyes fell on Xi Lang, and said coldly: “Dare to
provoke our blood wolf group, I think you are tired of living, after all, how to solve it?”
hum!
The voice fell, and a powerful holy force burst out from Tu Li.
Hiss, what a powerful force!
At this moment, I felt the breath of Tu Li, whether it was Xi Lang or the guards behind
him, he couldn’t help taking a breath of cold air.
A few seconds later, Xi Lang squeezed out a smile and said to Tu Li: “Don’t be
impulsive, Your Excellency, there is some misunderstanding about today’s matter…”
Before he could finish speaking, Tu Li interrupted coldly: “Misunderstanding? You
robbed our cave and injured my subordinates, and a misunderstanding is over?”
Uh…
Xi Lang’s face flushed and he was speechless for a while.
At the same time, An Qi was also nervous. Although this place was not far from the
royal city, there were so many people on the other side, so how could there be a chance
to move rescue troops.
At this time, Tu Li looked up and down at Xi Lang, and said word by word: “I heard that
you are the young master of the commander-in-chief of the Wangcheng Guards?”

“Yes, yes…” Xi Lang nodded again and again and squeezed out a smile: “Could it be
that you know each other? My father, if that’s the case, that would be great, please see
my father’s face, forgive me…” Before
he could finish speaking, Tu Li spat on the ground: “Bah, who knows your father in
particular? “
Two years ago, Tu Li committed a case in Wangcheng. He was rounded up by Xilang’s
father, and he managed to escape at that time. It can be said that it was a near-death
situation. At this time, when he learned of Xilang’s identity, he naturally didn’t have a
good face.
do not know?
At this moment, Xi Lang was stunned and said with a bitter face: “Then what should I do
according to Your Excellency’s intention?”
Hu!
Tu Li took a deep breath, with no expression on his face: “It’s very simple, you give up
your life, and let this woman stay with me for one night, forget about it!”
What?
Hearing this, Xi Lang was dumbfounded and only felt his brain buzzing.
Not only to hand over a life, but also An Qi to accompany him for one night?
Swish!
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At the same time, An Qi’s delicate face turned red all of a sudden, ashamed and angry.
This person is so arrogant that he wants to accompany him for one night? She is the
queen’s sister, Jinzhiyuye, how can she accompany a man casually?
Seeing Xilang’s hesitant face, Tu Li lost his patience and roared loudly: “Can you do it?
Don’t challenge my patience!”
“This…” Xilang’s heart skipped a beat and wiped the cold sweat on his face: “I I’ll give
you a life first, okay?” When he said this, Xi Lang couldn’t help but feel aggrieved.
Seriously, Xi Lang really wanted to fight with Tu Li, but the disparity between the
strengths of the two sides was too great.

Saying that, Xi Lang looked around and pointed at Yue Feng: “Just him!”
This guard is not his own, so he has no loss when he hands it over.
Xi Lang thought about it, handed over Yue Feng first, and then tried to delay the time.
Swish!
At this moment, the eyes of everyone in the audience focused on Yue Feng.
Nima!
Yue Feng was so angry that he couldn’t help but curse.
This Xi Lang is really good at picking people. Before, you had to behave in front of An
Qi, and then you offended these blood wolves. Now that you can’t control the situation,
hand me over?
An Qi also trembled, frowning at Xi Lang: “You…”
“His Royal Highness!” Xi Lang quickly whispered: “There are too many people on the
other side, we can’t fight, we can only take this guard first. Hand it over and stabilize the
other party’s emotions, anyway, this guy is not very strong, and it’s no pity to die.”
Hearing this, An Qi couldn’t bear it: “But…how can he say that he is also the guard of
the palace.” As the queen’s sister, she has to hand over the bodyguard to a bunch of
wicked people. Where to put your face?
call!
Feeling An Qi’s unbearable, Yue Feng secretly exhaled, feeling a little better.
The queen’s sister is a bit human.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng said lightly: “Okay, I’ll go!” After speaking, he slowly
walked towards Tu Li.
Seeing this scene, Xi Lang showed a smile: “This guy is quite self-aware. It is worth
your life to exchange your life for the safety of so many of us.”
An Qi stomped her feet in a hurry, thinking about it. To stop Yue Feng, but seeing Tu
Li’s gloomy face, he couldn’t summon the courage.
“Very good!”

At this moment, Tu Li showed a smile and nodded approvingly at Xi Lang: “You are
quite interesting. I accept this person’s life. What about this woman, do you want to pay
it?”
Xi Long Lang hurriedly said: “Don’t worry, Your Excellency, I will persuade her.”
An Qi suddenly became anxious: “You really want to hand me over? My sister knows
that she will not let you go.”
“His Royal Highness!” Xi Lang I almost cried: “I’m just slowing down the army, don’t
worry.”
The voices of the two were so small that only Xi Lang and An Qi could hear them.
Seeing this scene, Tu Li thought that Xi Lang was really trying to persuade An Qi, but
he did not urge him for the time being.
In the next second, Tu Li pointed at Yue Feng: “Come on, chop off this person’s head.”
Mad, who dared to fight against the Snow Wolf Group, is what happened.
Whoops!
The words fell, and several of the men drew out their big swords and quickly surrounded
Yue Feng.
At this time, Yue Feng did not panic at all.
Seeing the big swords of several people slashed over, Yue Feng said to Tu Li, “You are
organized by the bloody hands, right?” Yue Feng’s voice was not loud, but Tu Li could
hear it clearly.
When he said this, Yue Feng looked confident.
When Tu Li appeared just now, in addition to the wolf head mark on his forehead, Yue
Feng also saw a bloody hand mark on the right side of his neck. At that time, Yue Feng
concluded that this person was not only a member of the blood wolf group. Long, or a
person with bloody hands.
“Wait!”
Hearing Yue Feng’s words, Tu Li’s heart was shocked, and he shouted quickly, then
walked over quickly and stared at Yue Feng: “What did you say? How do you know that
I am a bloody person? “Half a year ago, I secretly joined the Blood Hand Organization.
Few people know about this. How did the guy in front of him see it?
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Facing Tu Li’s doubts, Yue Feng smiled slightly and took out something from his body:
“Since you are organized by the bloody hands, you should know this thing.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s voice was very small, only He and Tu Li could hear it.
The thing in Yue Feng’s hand is a special blood jade, which is engraved with a hand
holding a sword, which is the token of Olina, the leader of the blood hand organization,
and a symbol of identity.
Previously in Pearl City, before leaving, Olina handed the blood jade to Yue Feng,
saying that in the future when someone encounters the bloody hand organization, as
long as the blood jade is displayed, the other party will obey.
At this time, Yue Feng determined that Tu Li was a member of the Blood Hand
Organization, so he revealed the blood jade.
Swish!
At this moment, Tu Li was shocked, his eyes were fixed on the blood jade in Yue Feng’s
hand, his tone was complicated, and he was a little surprised: “This…. This thing, where
did you come from?”
Said this At that time, Tu Li tried his best to restrain his excitement!
As a member of the Bloody Hand Organization, it is natural to know this Bloody Jade,
which is a substitute for the great leader, a supreme symbol.
But how could something like this happen to this person?
What is his relationship with the chief?
Seeing that Tu Li’s tone was obviously different from before, Yue Feng smiled slightly:
“This is given to me by your chief. In other words, I am the VIP of your Bloody Hand
Organization.”
VIP?
Hearing this, Tu Li was stunned for a moment, and then he said suspiciously: “But why
haven’t I heard of you? Honestly, did you steal this blood jade?”
Tu Li is not stupid, not because of a blood jade , I believe in Yue Feng.
“If you don’t believe me, you can give it a try.” Yue Feng did not panic at all, and said
lightly, “You kill me now, take the blood jade back to your chief, and see if she will
reward you or deal with you. “

This….
At this moment, Tu Li pondered, yes, if he made a mistake and offended the VIP of the
big leader, it would be a dead end.
Thinking to himself, Tu Li hurriedly bowed to Yue Feng and said politely, “Your
Excellency, it was all a misunderstanding just now. I hope Your Excellency has a large
number of people and don’t care.” To be honest, Tu Li didn’t want to be so spineless,
but There is no way, the other party has the blood jade of the big leader in his hand,
dare you be rude?
Yue Feng smiled slightly and waved his hand: “Don’t be so polite, those who don’t know
are innocent.”
Phew!
Seeing this scene, Huang Lang and others next to him were all stunned.
What’s the situation? Why did the boss treat this kid with such respect after looking at
the blood jade?
Um?
At the same time, Xi Lang, An Qi and others not far away also frowned secretly.
what’s going on?
Not only did the other party not kill the guard, but he was polite to him.
For a time, the atmosphere was a little subtle.
Finally, Huang Lang reacted and couldn’t help shouting: “Boss, this kid is a palace
guard, why are you being so polite to him? Hurry up and kill him, and then let them hand
over that woman.”
As soon as he finished speaking, Tu Li suddenly He raised his hand and slapped Huang
Lang’s face with a slap in the face. He heard a crisp sound, Huang Lang turned around
in a circle, and the other half of his face was also swollen, indescribably miserable.
“Ma De, I still need you to teach me what I am going to do?” Tu was exhausted and
shouted, “This is my VIP, and you are not allowed to be rude when you meet me in the
future, understand?”
VIP?

Hearing this, Huang Lang covered his face, unable to express his grievance, and at the
same time was also very shocked.
This palace guard can’t be related to the blood wolf group at all, how can he become a
VIP?
At the same time, Xi Lang, An Qi and others who were not far away also stayed there
one by one, unable to calm down for a long time.
“Your Mightiness!”

